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Fires in plastic consumer units
- a pattern of res emerges
Back in 2011, the Fire Investigation Team of the London Fire Brigade
identi ed an increase in the number and severity of res involving
consumer units.
The team started looking carefully at the cause of those res and
established that there were issues with high resistance connections,
where cables were not secured properly.
This had the potential to lead to localised heating, arcing and, in some
cases, to res.
There was also an emerging problem due to a large batch (over 1 million
units) of non-compliant miniature circuit breakers (MCBs). These could
fail catastrophically causing a re to start and take hold. Although these
were subject to a product recall, many of these are still thought to be at
large.
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Severe res
The re investigations team were also seeing more res that were
spreading beyond the consumer unit and putting people’s lives at risk.
Through a careful process of laboratory examinations and tests at Brigade
consultant scientists Bureau Veritas, concern was raised about the
ammability of the plastic enclosures of consumer units.
Working closely with Electrical Safety First, more extensive tests of ve
plastic consumer units from di erent manufactures were carried out in
2012.
These tests gave signi cant cause
for concern due to the intensity of
the re and the levels of toxic
smoke produced.
Testing of a
SMALL PIECE of
plastic from a
consumer unit.
Note the strong
ame and large
amount of toxic
smoke being
produced from
the small plastic
sample.
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A consumer unit test in progress - the re rapidly burnt through mountings causing the test to be stopped.

Location, location, location
A signi cant cause for concern when a consumer unit becomes involved
in a re is that it is commonly located on an escape route, for example,
under the stairs or behind the front door.
When this is combined with the fairly usual situation of coats, outdoor
wear and other household items being stored nearby, once the re starts,
it often develops very quickly.
London Fire Brigade was becoming extremely alarmed at the number of
injuries occurring at such res and the need for people to be rescued as
they became trapped when the escape route was involved in re.
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The Solution Emerges
Representatives from the Department of Communities and Local
Government (DCLG) attended and raised concerns about possible changes
to the Wiring Regulations.
As a result of these concerns, DCLG commissioned independent tests at
the Building Research Establishment (BRE).
BRE tested two plastic and two metal consumer units and the subsequent
report appeared to strongly support the need for change, stating:

“Both plastic consumer units caught re and their casings
became involved in the re”
“Both metal consumer units
contained the re within the unit”
(Source: BRE report BD2890)

Several manufacturers ran their own re tests, the outcomes of which
again demonstrated the need for change.
This led to a new regulation to be included in Amendment No. 3 to the
Wiring Regulations BS 7671, requiring consumer unit enclosures in
domestic households to be manufactured from non-combustible material
(such as steel) or to be enclosed in a cabinet or enclosure constructed of
non-combustible material.
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This photo shows a re involving a plastic consumer unit (bottom) and a metal consumer unit (top).

In the experience of the LFB, when a re originates within a metal
consumer unit (even without sealed grommet holes and the plastic MCB
cover failing), the re is still generally contained to the consumer unit.

Following a re under the stairs, the stair treads have burnt through, the ceiling has failed, and the plaster has
come o the wall.
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Fire Risk Assessors' Conclusions
The BIG conclusion from the testing done by the Fire services
and the electrical industry was that:
1. Fires start within consumer units all the time across the country
2. If it is a metal cased consumer unit the re is contained within the
consumer unit until it burns itself out and doesn’t usually cause a re
outside the unit
3. If the consumer unit is plastic then when a re happens inside,
instead of the casing containing the re, it becomes FUEL for the re
making it grow and spread to nearby combustible materials casing
major res.

Plastic Consumer Units are not re-safe.
The experience of Fire Brigades up and down the country has been that
they are responsible for res that spread and become severe res often
with serous and sometimes fatal injuries.
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All that remains of plastic consumer unit after it caught re

Being plastic, the smoke they produce is black, acrid and incredibly hot at
maybe 200C.
These smoke gases are enough to destroy the inside of someone’s lungs if
breathed in directly.
Worse still they are acrid and poisonous including Cyanide and other
poisonous and noxious gases.
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Most people that die in res die from the heat or poison of breathing in
smoke gasses.
The smoke in a re is also vapourised fuel and when the heat rises, as it
does very rapidly, there will be a ‘ ashover’ where instantly everything in
the vicinity bursts into ame at temperatures of 500C to 800C sometimes
more.

Under the stairs
They are particularly dangerous because the re develops un-noticed
where there is no smoke detector and where the case of the plastic
consumer unit act as fuel to the re.
Often there are coats and other highly combustible materials under the
stairs too making the perfect conditions to grow a large re.
Many older properties have exposed stairs woodwork. The ‘wall’ to the
hallway is often just plywood too. This dry woodwork is like kindling and
rapidly catches light. Even those with plaster under the stairs, it if often
the old fashioned ‘lath and plaster’ which soon gives way in a re and the
wooden laths add fuel to the re.
If the stairs have not been ‘under-boarded’ with modern 30 minute reboard, this allows the re to burn through the treads - as you can see in
the photo above the stars are completely burned away.
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If stairs are weakened or burning before sleeping residents are aware of
the re the stairs can give way and drop them straight into a burning
furnace.

In the escape route
Often consumer units are in the hallway or on a landing. Either not
enclosed at all, or within a small wooden cupboard. Carpets, coats,
clothing and other combustible materials are generally close at hand.
These are all FUEL for the re.
Once the plastic of the consumer unit catches light it is not long before the
cupboard is burning too.
Within two minutes everything in the hallway or landing will be on re
and progressing up or down the stairs.
How will the occupants get out now?

Assess your Consumer Unit Fire Risk
You shouldn’t need a quali ed Fire Risk Assessor to work out whether a
plastic consumer unit has the potential to start a re under the stairs or in
an escape route.
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Take Immediate Action
Fires don’t wait until it is convenient for you to get round to doing some
re protection work!
1) The best solution now and for the long-term is to replace the
plastic consumer unit as soon as you can with a metal one.
Yes. we know your electrician’s EICR doesn’t say it’s an urgent matter, but
he IS NOT A FIRE RISK ASSESSOR. His assessment is electrical – for
example whether the terminals are tight enough for now. What he is not
asked or trained to do is to look at the re risk assessment of your
property.
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You’re going to have to replace the consumer unit sooner or later. The risk
of a bad re is present as long as you have a plastic unit in the building.
Even though this hallway meter/consumer unit was in the escape route
near the front door, the cupboard did not need to be re-proofed because
the landlord changed the consumer unit from plastic to metal.

2) If for some reason you cannot replace the unit just now it must be enclosed
in a 30-minute re-proof compartment immediately
Under the stairs this means 30 minute reboard a xed and all gaps resealed under the stairs. Unless it is plastered both sides already, the side
wall between the under-stairs cupboard and the hall must also be lined
with sealed 30 minute reboard. And nally, the under-stairs door must
be replaced with a 30 minute FD30 Fire Door. (Not FD30S unless you also
t an interlinked smoke detector under the stairs
If the unit is in the escape route then either a fully 30 minute re-proof
enclosure with FD30 door must be built around it or one of the reupgrade metal enclosures tted over it.
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This unit to go over a plastic consumer unit from Envirograph is around £250 at the time of writing.

If you have a PLASTIC Consumer Unit
and it is under the stairs or in the
escape route…
Do Not Do Nothing
YOUR TENANTS LIVES ARE AT RISK
The authors of this booklet would like to acknowledge the Institute of
Engineering and Technology and the London Fire Brigade as the source of
much of the information and photos above taken from this article in
Wiring Matters:
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https://electrical.theiet.org/wiring-matters/years/2015/56-spring2015/protection-against- re-the- re-o cer-s-view/
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Services for Landlords
Legal & Consultancy
Property Improvement Notice - Challenge it and Represent You
Section 235 Notice – Power to require Documents to be Produced– How to
Respond
Section 255 – HMO Declaration– Response, Representation and Challenge
Section 72 (1) Notice – Response, Representation and Challenge

The authors of this booklet would like to acknowledge the Institute of
Engineering and Technology and the London Fire Brigade as the source of
much of the information and photos above taken from this article in
Wiring Matters: https://electrical.theiet.org/wiringmatters/years/2015/56-spring-2015/protection-against- re-the- reo cer-s-view/
Section 249 Notice – Response, Representation and Challenge
Section 234 (3) Notice – Response, Representation and Challenge
Schedule 5 Notice– Response, Representation and Challenge
Notice of Intention to Impose a Financial Penalty- Challenge it and
Represent You
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Notice of Intention to Refuse to Grant a Licence- Challenge it and
Represent You
Notice of Intention to Revoke a Licence - Challenge it and Represent You
Declaration of ‘Not t and Proper Person’ to hold a licence - Challenge it
and Represent You
PACE interview under caution – Advice and Protocol on Attendance
Court Summons – Actions, response, discovery and representation
Barrister - Direct Barrister-at-Law service

Licensing
Representation - Preparing and submitting ‘Representations’ against
unreasonable terms in draft Selective or HMO licence.
HMO licence applications - Preparing and submitting (including
representations)
Selective licence applications - Preparing and submitting (including
representations)
Draft Licence Conditions - Preparing and submitting ‘Representations’
against unreasonable terms in draft Selective or HMO licence.
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Alternative Licence Holder– Fit and Proper Person Service
Overseas Landlord Licensing– England and Wales representation,
responsibility and management

Compliance
Compliance Audit- Private Housing Health and Safety Rating System
(HHSRS)
Pre-licensing- HHSRS compliance audit
Schedule of Works– Design and Build & Licensing
Sign O – Third Party Schedule of Works and Works
Fire– Fire Risk Assessment, Detection and Alarm Advice and Consultation
Fire– Prevention and Security in Design for conversions and new build
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How Landlord Licensing &
Defence can help you
Landlord Licensing and Defence exists to assist Landlords to avoid
prosecution and nes - by becoming fully compliant with the Law and the
Regulations.
P art of that role is educating Property Investors and Landlords who think
they have done the right thing in handing their property over to (under
quali ed) Letting Agents to manage on their behalf.
Landlords Defence regularly assists owners and Landlords who have just
discovered the hard way (when a massive Civil Penalty Fine notice lands
on their desk) that they have not been complying with the law and
regulations.
We take charge of the situation, negotiate with your Council on the basis
that you have now taken professional advice and help.
We then manage an immediate operation to make the property fully
compliant with legislation and instal systems to ensure it can stay that
way.
Landlord Licensing and Defence also provides a range of “done for you”
services to Landlords and owners (and to Agents) to ensure that the
necessary inspections and maintenance are done on a very regular basis.

Tel: 0208 088 0788 Email help@landlordsdefence.co.uk

